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This note describes a simple polarisation analyser that I built 
(with essential help from J» W® Evans) at Sacramento Peak, October* 1956 
and that I recommend should be built for Climax* Although the analyzer 
was primarily used for studies ou sunspot spectra* the same device can 
be used also in polarisation and magnetic field  stud5.es in prominences f 
flares, etc0

Tlie principle of the instrument is to provide two orthogonally » 
polarised images of a small aperture located at the coronagraphict 
prime focus® Since, however the subsequent surfaces of the coronagraph 
undoubtedly themselves introduce polarisation of unknown kinds and 
amountss we immediately convert each orthogonal state into the same 
state of circularly-polarised radiation,,. Each state should therefore 
have the same intensity, i f  the prime image is itse lf unpolarizeda

The aperture is necessary for two reasons: to protect the calcite 
prism, its  mounting* and the f  A -  plates from direct sunlight at the 
prime focus; and to separate the two orthogonally-polarised beans: s p lit , 
apart in direction of propagation by the calcite prism* The figure 
shows also an arrangement for holding a \ plate, to permit study of 
circularly-polarized radiation*.

The instrument is provided with a simple ring bearing for rotating 
the entire calcite prism* and the following \ ® plates, about the 
optic axis of the coronagraph,,

In using this polarizers one wishes to study as nearly as possible 
the complete polarization of the incident light; this polarization is 
defined by four independently-measured intensity parameters,, as long as 
these are properly chosen* For example, plane-polarised intensities 
along four different directions of vibration, so long as the directions 
are not in pail’s of orthogonal states, define the polarization components 
completely* Since, however, the calcite prism automatically analyzes 
orthogonal states* three positions of the prism are required to give a 
complete analysis of the incident radiation* An alternative arrangement 
that I followed at Sacramento Peak consists of

a) photographs with the calcite at 0° and k$°

b) photographs with the calcite and \ \ -  platet since for this 
purpose each circularIy~polarised state can be regarded as an additional 
independent state■> Tlie resulting six intensities then provide an over** 
determination of the four basic polarisation parameters®
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Finally9 I should like to speculate about what we iiiight expect to 
observe with this devices In the first place, we note that no direct 
determination of a magnetic field  in the solar atmosphere has ever been 
sucessfully made0 For this reason  ̂ speculation on the strengths of 
coronal fields has been, in the past*, based on direct extrapolation of 
sunspot fields out to the positions in the atmosphere occupied by the 
corona and prominences* In the extrapolation s5one needs to know the 
scale of the field  and tlie rate at which i t  diminishes in size; me

where p  * distance from spot in Idlometers; II0 ** the observed magnetic 
field  of a spot* say 3000 gaussj p  0 » 10-* kilometers (the diameter of 
a tremendous spot)* At heights of 10# kilometers9 the field  is down to 
roughly 3 gausso

This type of extrapolation suffers the strong disadvantage that p os 
for the fields in the corona*, may be very different fron the observed 
size of sunspots o That this may be so seems to me strongly indicated by 
several observational results* For example, Malcoia. CorrelX;¥ at HAO 
last summers found that the best f i t  to the trajectories of prominence 
blobs in active sunspot regions was given, not by a dipole located at 
the position of th® superficial sunspot, but rather by a dipole buried 
an appreciable fraction of a solar radius beneath the sun5s sxirfaceo 
Also I have studied (on a theory best described only as plausible) the 
pre3Eure exerted on a fast moving prominence by what are obviously 
laterally exerted guiding forces9 due presumably to magnetic fields0 
The fields required amount to some huisdreds of gauss — in agreement 
with the value one might take fronj Gorrell's study i f  he assumes a dipole 
scale distance of the order of 10̂  laa instead of 10& km,. Finally, we 
note Gordon Newkirk’ s observation of plane polarization at the site of 
a surge-like prominence» Although not entirely free from ambiguities 
of interpretations this observation can be considered as evidence for 
the presence of emission-line polarization in this faint prominence3 
Tiie curious fact is,, however, that the polarization was aligned with the 
electric vector parallel,, not to the sun}s surface as required by the 
simple scattering theory, but to tlie direction of motion of the promi
nence blobso Such a shift in direction implies: (a), an anisotropic 
radiation field  scattered by the prominence atoms: this satisfactorily 
can be considered as the photospheric continuum; and (b), a preferred 
direction in space for the scattering process., Without going into 
details, I shall simply note that the re-alignment as far as the 
observed 35 degrees from the normal direction implies a field  strength 
in order of magnitude 100 gauss (the Larmor frequency in any event 
must be large compared to the spontaneous transition rate from the 
upper state of the atomic transition involved)0

We therefore would like to investigate: (a) possible Zeeman 
splitting amounting to several hundred gauss in prominences„ This field 
strength corresponds to a splitting of several tenths kilometers per second 
for the normal Zeeman effect, but may be larger for sore spectral lines%
(b) possible polarizations (up to several per cent) in prominence



emission5 both continuous and in linas^ although modification of the 
K~coronaraeter night provide a stronger tool for this particular 
investigation<>

End of Kemo


